Attentional bias to drug-associated cues correlates with extent of current use, and risk of relapse among those attempting abstinence. Electroencephalogram (EEG) and functional imaging measures in clinical studies have previously investigated the neural basis of attentional bias, but the lack of animal models precluded investigation at the single-unit level. To complement results obtained from clinical studies, we have employed a non-human primate model of attentional bias to cocaine cues while simultaneously recording single-unit activity in cortical and striatal regions implicated in reward processing. Rhesus macaques conditioned to associate particular colors with cocaine or water reward performed an attentional bias task, in which those colors served as irrelevant distractors. Concurrently, multiple electrode arrays for recording single-unit activity were acutely implanted into the orbitofrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, dorsal anterior striatum, and ventral striatum. As in clinical studies, attentional bias was indicated by elongated response times on trials with cocaine-associated distractors compared with trials with waterassociated, or control unconditioned distractors. In both animals studied, across an unbiased sample of neurons, the orbitofrontal cortex differentiated distractor condition by the proportion of single-units activated, as well as by population response. In one of the two, the anterior cingulate cortex did as well, but neither striatal region did in either animal. These direct measures of singleunit activity in a primate model complement clinical imaging observations suggesting that cortical mechanisms, especially in orbitofrontal cortex, are likely involved in attentional bias to cocaine-associated environmental cues.
INTRODUCTION
Reward-driven behavioral disorders, such as drug abuse, impose a significant disease burden upon society. Driving the societal impact of drug use is relapse among those seeking to abstain, and extent of use among those who are not. Neural encoding of relapse can be difficult to study in animal models because it is a one-time event, followed by transition to the pharmacological context, thereby limiting the statistical power of neural recordings in the absence of drug. This is especially true for primate studies which use small numbers of subjects.
Attentional bias to drug cues is a phenomenon whose neural encoding can provide insight into mechanisms relevant to addiction. Across individuals, the strength of attentional bias toward drug-linked cues is strongly associated with relapse in abstinent users, as well as the quantity and frequency of current use in nontreatment seekers [1] . This relationship is particularly strong with psychostimulants such as cocaine [2] . Experimentally, bias is often measured as an increase in response times on a relatively simple task, during which drug, or nondrug cues are presented as irrelevant distractors [2] . Despite being widely investigated clinically, there are currently no preclinical models for studying it. This is a critical need, because the imaging and EEG approaches typically used in clinical studies do not provide signals unambiguously linked to actual "output" neural activity from a given region [3, 4] . Only invasive, single-unit electrophysiological studies can provide high temporal resolution of cocaine cue reactivity. Also, depending on task/acquisition parameters, attentional bias has been linked to both increased and decreased frontal activity in imaging studies [2] . We report herein a non-human primate model of attentional bias that is ideally suited for neural recordings in animals because measurements of bias entail repeated cue exposure without drug administration across multiple trials, thereby increasing statistical power.
While rhesus macaques performed the bias task, we conducted single-unit recordings in both cortical and subcortical regions involved in reward processing. We recorded in the orbitofrontal (OFC) and anterior cingulate (ACC) cortex, which clinical imaging studies have identified as especially responsive to drug cues and as sites of cognitive dysfunction associated with addiction [5, 6] . Two striatal regions frequently implicated in addiction were also examined. Ventral striatum (VST) shows increased metabolic activity during reward evaluation and decision-making tasks in humans [7] , and in concert with the OFC, is believed to be a "final common output" for value-based decisions [8] . Dorsal striatum (DST) is also implicated in addiction, particularly as drug-use transitions from a goaloriented to a habitual behavior [9] . Subjects  Two adult rhesus monkeys (15-04, a female 13.3 years old at study  end, and 19-04, a male 16 .5 years old at study end, weighing 6.5 and 8.5 kg, respectively) were used. Each had extensive experience with intravenous cocaine self-administration prior to conditioning of cues used in this study, making them ideal subjects to model long-term human use. Animal 15-04 had 701 mg/kg cocaine over 7 years and 120 mg/kg cocaethylene (only in the first 2 years) prior to the first electrophysiological recording session for the data reported herein. The data from 67 sessions over 6 months were used, during which time an additional 59 mg/kg cocaine was selfadministered. Animal 19-04 had 553 mg/kg cocaine over 8 years, and 13 mg/kg cocaethylene (only in the first 2 years) prior to the initial electrophysiological recording session. The data from 104 sessions over 2 years were used, during which time an additional 189 mg/kg cocaine was self-administered. Animals were singly housed in a room with visual and auditory contact with conspecifics. They were chaired using pole and collar methods (Primate Products), and all behavioral and electrophysiological procedures were conducted in a sound-proofed audiometric booth (Eckel Industries, Morrisburg, Ontario), in which a touch screen monitor (Carroll Touch, ELO Touch Inc.) was fixed on one wall. Animals were water regulated, with daily supplementation provided after experimental sessions. E-prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Sharpsburg, PA) was used for stimulus presentation and response recording. All procedures used were approved by the University of Pittsburgh and Pittsburgh Veterans Administration Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees, and were in conformance with the Eighth edition of the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Attentional bias task
The touch screen layout of the task is depicted in Fig. 1a . On each trial, one of six semi-randomly selected positions of the 2 × 3 array would turn black, and touching that target would result in water delivery (0.07 ml/kg) and initiation of a 3-5 s variable intertrial interval. Simultaneous with target onset, and irrelevant to the task requirements, one of the remaining five positions (location semirandomized) changed to a color associated either with intravenous cocaine availability (cocaine discriminative cue, CD) or water reward availability (water discriminative cue, WD), a color that accompanied cocaine infusion (cocaine Pavlovian cue, CP), or a control color (non-associated cue, NA) that had no conditioned significance. Thus, one of the four distractor types was always presented at the same time as the target whose touch produced an actual water reward. Within each session, each cocaine or water distractor was presented 40 times, and the non-associated distractor was presented 80 times. (The number of trials was limited because of the need for the animals to remain chaired following the bias task for the self-administration session needed to maintain saliency of the distractor cues.) Failure to respond, or touching outside the target was considered an error, and only accurate trials were used. Actual colors of distractor cues differed between animals, and corresponded to those used in selfadministration cue conditioning as described below. Colors used in the figures are for ease of visualization.
Self-administration cue conditioning
Following completion of the attentional bias task, animals performed an initial block of ten water trials followed by ten cocaine trials in the same chamber and using the same touch screen. Those self-administration sessions continued throughout the study in order to maintain the saliency of the cues, as it has been shown that attentional bias decreases with abstinence [10] . The physical layout of the cues and target were distinct from the bias task, as shown in Fig. 1b . The configuration was chosen to emulate a similar arrangement to the electromechanical apparatus with colored lights and a response lever that animals had originally been trained on, and which was previously described [11] . Water and cocaine trials were always presented in separate blocks, beginning with water. Color filled a pair of squares 30 × 30 mm (blue for animal 15-04, green for 19-04) to indicate water was available. Upon touching a centrally placed target (60 mm wide X 45 mm high) three times, 0.07 ml/kg of water was delivered via a sipper tube, the water discriminative cue was offset, and a 30 s intertrial interval began. After ten trials, the cocaine block of trials began. Up to ten infusions of cocaine (0.1 mg/kg i.v.) were available, with an intertrial interval of 5 min. On each trial, a 36 × 36 mm cue to the left of midline (red for animal 15-04, orange for 19-04) indicated that upon touching the target either five (animal 15-04) or ten times (animal 19-04) the cocaine infusion would begin. At that point the discriminative cue was offset, and during the infusion, which took 18 s to complete, the 36 × 36 mm cue to the right of midline (green for animal 15-04, blue for 19-04) was presented. During the intertrial intervals, all cues were off. Cocaine was delivered to the monkey via a vascular access port located mid-scapula from which a catheter was connected to either a jugular or femoral vein [12] .
Electrophysiological recording Animals were head bolted throughout recording procedures. Recording electrodes were placed using a centrally positioned circular chamber (Crist Instruments, Hagerstown, MD) overlying OFC, ACC, DST, and VST. Placements were calculated from coregistered MR and computerized tomography (CT) X-ray images using the software "monkey cicerone" [13] , which visualized the recording chamber in relation to the neuroanatomy. Activities of single units were recorded with acutely placed bundles of Teflon insulated tungsten microwires (50 µm diameter, California Fine Wire, Grover Beach, CA). Each bundle, consisting of four wires, was independently lowered through a 23 G sharpened guide tube using an electronically controlled microdrive (Plexon, Dallas, TX) to one of the target regions. Six independently placed bundles were used in each session. There was no pre-screening for task selectivity of neurons. The standard procedure was to take 30 min to isolate units, followed by 30 min for stabilization prior to recording. Neural activity was recorded using a Plexon Multichannel Acquisition Processor system (Dallas, TX) and sorted using Offline Sorter (Plexon). Further processing was conducted using Neuroexplorer (Nex Technologies) and Matlab (MathWorks Inc.).
Data analysis and statistics
Because mean response times were not normally distributed, we compared across distractor condition with a Friedman Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance on Ranks, followed by Tukey's all pairwise comparison post hoc test. For analysis of firing rate at the population and single-unit levels, Bonferroni-corrected paired t tests were used as described in the Results section. For trial by trial regression of firing rate with response time, a pretrial baseline period of 0.5 s was used, and the change in firing rate was calculated for duration from target onset to time of response. Session by session regression of firing rate and response time was done by computing an average change in firing rate over the entire session and average response time for the entire session, using the time windows as for trial by trial. All trial types were included in both approaches. Corrections for multiple comparisons are indicated in the Results section.
RESULTS
Animals show attentional bias to cocaine cues
Consistent with the simplicity of the task, accuracy (successful touching of the black target resulting in water reward) was high ( Fig. 1c) , with no differences across distractor condition. However, as in clinical assessments, elongated response times on trials when the task-irrelevant distractor was drug associated indicated attentional bias ( Fig. 1d) [1, 2, 14] . Collapsed across both animals, chi-square was 75.6 with df = 3: p < 0.001 for main effect of distractor type. When the distractor cue color matched either the CD or CP cue, response times were significantly longer than when the distractor cue color matched the NA or WD cue. (Tukey's all pairwise comparison post hoc: CD vs NA, difference of ranks = 191, q = 11.3, p < 0.05; CD vs WD, difference of ranks = 142, q = 8.41, p < 0.05; CP vs NA, difference of ranks = 130, q = 7.70, p < 0.05; CP vs WD, difference of ranks = 81, q = 4.80, p < 0.05). Response times for trials with CD and CP did not differ from each other (difference of ranks = 61, q = 3.61, p > 0.05), nor did response times for trials with the WD cue differ from trials with the NA cue (difference of ranks = 49, q = 2.90, p > 0.05). Based on this pattern of response times, for subsequent analyses, the four distractor conditions were collapsed to two for greater statistical power: cocaine associated, and non-cocaine. These above results are for both animals combined. Comparisons within each individual animal followed the same pattern except that for animal 19-04, response times with CP did not differ from distractor WD (difference of ranks = 26, q = 1.98, p > 0.05) and WD differed from NA (difference of ranks = 52, q = 3.95, p < 0.05).
Single-unit recording during bias task Simultaneous recordings were made in OFC, ACC, DST, and VST. Figure 1e is a compilation of anatomical placements in both animals. Based on demarcations in the Paxinos rhesus atlas [15] OFC placements were in regions 13b and 13 m [16] . In ACC, placements were in regions 9/32, 32, 24b, and 24c. All striatal placements were pre-commissural, with what we have termed DST being in the head of the caudate. What we term VST matches that described by Haber et al. [17] . Fig. 1 Task structures, behavior, and anatomical placements. a Attentional bias task structure. Touching the black target resulted in water reward. Distractors appeared simultaneously with target, but were irrelevant to task contingency. Locations of target and distractor were pseudo random on each trial. b Cue conditioning (self-administration) task structure. First block provided ten water reward (0.07 ml/kg) trials, second block presented 10 i.v. cocaine reward (0.1 mg/kg) trials. c Bias task accuracy. Animal 15-04 is shown in the left bar for each condition, and 19-04 is shown in the right bar. Comparisons are for both animals combined. Accuracy did not differ by distractor condition. d Bias task response times. Cocaine-associated distractors were associated with elongated response times compared with water and non-associated distractors, *p < 0.05. e Summary of electrode placements for each animal. o, OFC; x, ACC; Δ, VST; □, DST. Depths of electrode placements were calculated based on the position of the cranial cylinder in co-registered MR and CT images Combined, there were a total 171 sessions (67 from 15-04, and 104 from 19-04). Table 1 Table S1 provides a breakdown of # successful trials by distractor cue type for each animal. Figure S1 shows histograms of the distribution of baseline firing rates across each region. Figure 2a shows peri-event raster plots and mean firing rate curves for eight different OFC single units across the two animals, and with varying baseline firing rates. Comparison of the responses to the cocaine (combined CD and CP) and noncocaine (combined WD and NA) distractor trials was done by paired t test, in which the mean firing rate of the neuron was compared across conditions using a sliding 200 msec window stepped at 20 msec intervals from 0.2 s prior to target/distractor presentation (the first window is from 0.4 to 0.2 s prior) to 0.7 s after. A given window was considered significant if p < 0.0011 (Bonferroni-corrected value 0.05/46 windows), and a red dot was placed at the end of that window.
We determined if there were regional differences in the pattern of encoding of distractor identity at the single-unit level. Because we employed a non-biased analysis of all units with 1 Hz or greater baseline firing rate, our approach evaluated differences in the proportion of all units that significantly responded to the CD and WD distractors. (Only these two cues were used because the number of trials with the NA cue differed from the other conditions.) The number of spikes during the interval from 50 to 250 msec following cue onset was compared with the same length interval just prior to cue onset (p < 0.05, paired t test). This short latency window was chosen in order to focus on more automatic early stages of processing likely to underlie attentional capture by reward-associated cues [18, 19] . The proportion of individual units that changed firing rate was then compared across the two distractor conditions for each region by chi-square test. As can be seen in Fig. 2b , only in the OFC in both animals did the proportion of responsive units differ across distractor condition. The increased firing upon cocaine cue presentation is short-lived. Comparing firing rates upon reward delivery after CD and WD cues showed there was no difference in any region (Fig. S2) .
Regionally selective encoding of the cocaine-associated distractor was also seen at the population level. The same sliding window analysis used with the single units indicated that in both animals (and their combined data sets), the OFC discriminated between distractor conditions at the population level ( Fig. 3a) . To ensure that we are adequately correcting for multiple comparisons, a baseline period from −1.0 to −0.8 s prior to cue onset was also compared and as can be seen in Fig S3, no signficant windows were detected in either animal individually, or combined. In one animal, the ACC also discriminated the distractor conditions, but in the other animal did not. Therefore, given that this was not observed in the unbiased total pool of neurons in both animals, we discount the generality of that observation. As a further characterization of the population response, we divided up all analyzed units into those with increased or decreased firing upon cue presentation. Significant encoding in the cortical regions was only seen among neurons which increased in firing, and interestingly, we also saw a brief period of encoding among the excited units in ACC in the second animal as well. (Fig. S4) . In animal 15-04, there were some ACC placements more caudal than those in 19-04. Figure S5A shows that limiting the ACC placements in 15-04 to more rostral ones did not alter the magnitude or timing of the differentiation.
In contrast to the cortical encoding of distractor condition, neither striatal site differentiated the conditions. To ensure that this result was not biased by the smaller number of units in the striatal sites, neurons from the cortical sites were shuffled, and the same number as in the VST (166) were randomly selected and the population response comparison was repeated. If the shuffled group showed a significant p-value (paired t test, p < 0.0011) at any time point, it was counted as a significant shuffle. The procedure was repeated 1000 times, and significant windows were found 996 times for OFC, 787 times for ACC, and 295 times for DST. Limiting our analysis to only the most medial placements in the VST (Fig. S5B ), or the most lateral in DST (Fig. S5C ) did not alter the pattern of results. Thus, at the population level, the OFC most selectively encoded distractor identity. ACC did so in one of the two animals, and no evidence of encoding was seen in either striatal region.
Roesch and Olson (supplement to ref. [20] ) observed that OFC neurons are significantly more responsive to reward stimuli when presented contralateral to the recording site hemisphere. In our bias task, the 2 × 3 array of potential distractor locations were divided into contralateral, central, and ipsilateral locations, relative to the hemisphere of a recorded unit. As shown in Fig. 3b , there was a significant impact of distractor location such that when there was a cocaine-associated distractor present, the population response was greatest when it was contralateral, intermediate when central, and smallest when ipsilaterally located. Non-cocaine distractors showed no spatial encoding. In one of the two animals, the target (black square in Fig. 1 ), the only stimulus to actually produce a reward, showed this pattern of contralateral hemifield selectivity, but only when the distractor was not associated with cocaine. If a cocaine distractor was present, the spatial selectivity for the target was eliminated (data not shown).
Given that the mean firing rate of OFC neurons was higher and response times were longer on trials when a cocaine distractor was present, we examined the relationship between response time and firing rate in two ways. One was a trial by trial comparison regressing the change in firing rate from each trial's baseline with the response time on that trial, with all correct trial types included. The correlation coefficients for each neuron were then averaged (Fig. 4a) . A positive value would be consistent with increased OFC firing "driving" elongated response times. This was not seen in either animal. In one animal, the mean values in each region did not differ from zero, while in the other, the slightly negative values were significantly different from zero. We also examined the relationship between OFC firing and response time at a session level by comparing the mean change in firing rate with the mean response time. Here, using all trial types, we did see a significant positive slope in the regression in both animals, and only in the OFC (Fig. 4b ). This suggests that from session to session, there was variability in responsiveness of OFC units that significantly correlated with variability in response times, potentially suggesting the state of responsiveness of the animal to cues varied from day to day such that higher OFC firing was associated with longer response times.
DISCUSSION
This is the first animal model of attentional bias to drug cues we are aware of, and similar to clinical observations, elongated response times were observed when irrelevant drug-associated distractors were present during a relatively simple task. We examined single-unit activity during the task in four rewardprocessing regions, and only the OFC consistently encoded the cocaine-associated identity of task-irrelevant distractors in both animals. It is important to note that this is not a population study. Our observations only reflect patterns of neural encoding in two animals with a long history of cocaine self-administration. As is typical of all non-human primate electrophysiological approaches, statistical power is achieved through repetition within individual animals, and generality of the observation is inferred from consistency of effects across individual animals. While many clinical studies of attentional bias toward drugassociated cues have focused on associations between bias and behavioral measures of craving, relapse, and current use, studies of the neural systems mediating their ability to capture attention are sparse. In general, there is strong evidence that cocaine cues engage cortical activity, particularly in OFC and ACC, which often show greater reactivity to drug cues than the striatum [6, 11, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Neurons in OFC encode reward valuation [20, 26, 27] , they do so prior to an actual decision between options [27] , their encoding of value-driven decisions is more stimulus-guided than action-guided [28] , and they encode reward opportunities extremely rapidly [11, 29, 30] , consistent with automatic processing that is also characteristic of attentional bias [19] . Also of relevance to this report is recent work indicating that with covert shifts in attention, OFC units encode the value of the attended stimulus [31] .
MR imaging studies during attentional bias tasks in cocaine users suggest an involvement of the OFC. Using a cocaine Stroop task, it was found that non-dependent recreational cocaine users, who showed no attentional bias, exhibited a hypoactivation in OFC relative to dependent users, when contrasting drug and control words [32] . In contrast to those group differences in OFC, no differences were observed between control and cocaine-linked words in any striatal region. Using a different color/drug word Stroop task and imaging parameters, Goldstein et al. showed that across individuals, the difference in accuracy between drug and neutral words correlated with the difference in BOLD signal between those conditions in the OFC, such that greater hypoactivations were associated with increased errors. This was interpreted to mean that greater distraction by drug words (increased errors) required greater OFC suppression of an emotional response [33] . Attentional bias in smokers has also been linked to increased BOLD response in ACC, anterior insula, and OFC Area 13 [34, 35] .
Given the greater temporal resolution of unit recording, and that the link between altered regional output (pyramidal) unit activity and BOLD remains unclear [4] , our results are valuable because they clearly indicate that OFC output is uniquely engaged when comparing the four regions examined. Only in the OFC was there observed a consistent encoding of cocaine-associated The proportion of single units whose firing rate changed following cue onset differed (by chi-square) for the CD and WD conditions only in OFC. The 200 msec pre-cue baseline period was compared to the period 50-250 msec afer cue onset. Only the CD and WD conditions were compared in order to make the number of trials in each condition equivalent. N indicates the total number of neurons, and the number above each bar indicates the number (out of n) that changed firing rate from baseline distractors both at a single unit, and at a population level of analysis. Another intriguing indication of the ability of cocaine distractors to selectively engage the OFC was the emergence of hemifield spatial selectivity only for them. There are conflicting reports as to spatial encoding by OFC [27, 29, [36] [37] [38] . A key difference between our approach and most others is that no gaze fixation was enforced, and it has been reported that the value encoding in the OFC is affected by gaze location [39] . Roesch and Olson (see Supplementary Material for [20] observed that 11% of OFC neurons responded more for reward-predicting stimuli in the hemisphere contralateral to the recording site than ispsilateral. Grattan and Glimcher [38] also observed that 10% of OFC neurons showed hemifield selectivity. We observed a contralateral hemifield selectivity in OFC toward location of cocaine-associated distractors in both animals. No such selectivity for non-cocaine distractors was seen. There was a weak spatial selectivity for the target location in one animal when the distractor was not associated with cocaine, which was eliminated in the presence of a cocaine distractor. This is striking, given that the target is functionally more important: touching it produced an actual reward, as opposed to the distractor, which was irrelevant to the task contingencies.
A direct relationship between altered OFC firing and response times was not observed on a trial-by-trial basis. Given the small changes in response times that indicate attentional bias (for examples, see the mean response times for individual sessions on the single-unit raster plots in Fig. 2a ), and the sparse output from OFC to motor control regions, this is not surprising, and there are no reports in the literature of trial-by-trial correlations of response latencies and OFC single-unit activity that we are aware of. The positive relationship between mean FR and response times across sessions was intriguing because it could imply that on some days, animals were more responsive to the behavioral effects of the cues than others.
In humans, stimuli repeatedly paired with higher value outcomes produce longer response times when presented as irrelevant distractors [40] , similar to observations in attentional bias tasks. Imaging during this "reward-driven attentional capture" indicated a larger BOLD signal in the tail of the caudate on trials when high-value distractors were presented in the contralateral hemifield [41] , matching observations that the tail of the caudate in the monkey contains neurons that preferentially encode contralaterally presented stimuli following repeated pairings with high-value outcomes even when the stimuli did not predict reward [42] . A group of presumed DA neurons in caudal lateral substantia nigra pars compacta that selectively project to the tail of the caudate also encoded stable value of stimuli outside of task contingencies, again, with a contralateral bias [43] . Given the similar impact on response times, differential encoding despite task irrelevance, and contralateral hemifield selectivity, it is intriguing to consider a link to our observations. PET imaging of dopamine D2 receptor ligand displacement indicated increased DA release broadly in anterior/posterior caudate and posterior putamen with response time differences associated with high value distractors [44] . However, those PET observations contrast with the MR imaging study [41] in that the response was not limited to the tail of the caudate. They also contrast with our single-unit measurements in homologous anterior caudate which revealed no encoding.
It has been widely hypothesized that attentional bias to drug cues is driven by phasic dopaminergic responses [1, 10, 18, 45] , and drug-associated word exposure can increase BOLD signal in the mesencephalon [46] . Dopaminergic activation can result from positive reward prediction errors [47] , but in a well-learned Fig. 1 was divided into three by combining the upper and lower positions that were contralateral, ipsilateral, or central, relative to the hemisphere being recorded from. When the distractor is associated with cocaine, there is a significant contralateral hemifield selectivity. Red dots signify end of 200 msec windows, wherein the response differs by paired t test (Bonferroni-corrected p < 0.0011), thin line is + SEM task such as ours, irrelevant distractors offer no information as to immediate reward likelihood, and thus no differential encoding by DA neurons would be expected. Also, given the lack of DST or VST encoding of distractor identity, despite orders of magnitude greater innervation by DA relative to OFC or ACC [48] , it could be argued that a dopaminergic basis is unlikely. We doubt the newly observed subset of DA neurons that innervate the tail of the caudate and stably encode value [43] could be driving the OFC responses we observed, because anatomical studies indicate no innervation of OFC from the region of substantia nigra containing those DA neurons [49] . However, definitive conclusions as to the role of those, or other dopaminergic neurons will require recordings of their activity during the attentional bias task.
This report is the first we are aware of, in which a preclinical model of attentional bias has been established for investigating potential mediation by distinct cortical and striatal regions known to be engaged in reward and affective processing. We observed that only neuronal firing in OFC consistently encoded distractor identity in both monkeys. One of the two animals also showed encoding in the ACC, but neither showed encoding in the DST or VST. Future work will need to directly examine the potential involvement of dopaminergic and other circuits, and also determine if drug cues uniquely engage the OFC, or if it is merely reward efficacy driving the encoding of irrelevant distractors.
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